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Beijing is a fast-changing, energetic and really huge city, so its difficult to get around without a good

map that helps you locate fun places. What looks one inch away on the map is actually over 1

kilometer (.5 miles), so don't think you'll just saunter over or you'll put a hole in your shoes pretty

quick.We have done all the hard work for you, so just get the Groovy Map and have a blast! 'We

also give you our 'Groovy Day' a linked column covering what we'd do in 24hrs if money were no

object and we had the stamina of a teenager. AND updated with completely new maps fonts,

coloring -- less contrast, bigger and better for older eyes! 5 Maps: Greater Beijing, Downtown

Beijing, Metro Map, Santilun Lu,Ghost St, street index. Street names in Chinese characters too.
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Fun Mapped Out Indeed! A great guide to one of the world's most amazing cities. --Ron Lewis,

London UK

Aaron Frankel, intrepid explorer, is the founder and producer of the Groovy Map series of maps and

guides for cities throughout SE Asia. Raised in Bangkok, he used to twist balloons and draw

cartoons in San Francisco before a dose of reality arrived and he began a career in advertising.

Now, being a cartographer and traveler is his profession, hobby and lifetime pursuit!

In preparing for a trip to Beijing on our own (not a tour group), I got frustrated with the digital maps I

could use on my tablet off-line. I did a lot of research and wanted to write notes on an off-line map

about what I had learned, because I didn't want to spend a small fortune on mobile data walking



around the city.So, I ordered this map thinking I would write on it. No need! So much better than I

anticipated! Restaurants, landmarks, shopping streets, a sample itinerary, and what would have

been my research notes.... all there already in an easy to read, laminated map. Wonderful

descriptions about places to shop, eat, people-watch, relax, be a tourist and get a feel for the city

are printed on the map.Thank you, Aaron Frankel. You are one groovy map designer!

No maps of China are accurate.

Great map. Used it for a month.

Great map, shows a lot of detail which makes navigation around the city easy.

ok

We have not had the opportunity to use the map in Beijing yet, but it looks as though it will be very

helpful

Did the job nicely on a recent trip to Beijing (June 2015). Like the foldable aspect of this map easy to

fold and carry in a crago pocket or stuff in a pack for easy reference.
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